
www.IRefuse2Fail.com 
Discover Networking Success Workshop 

Fact: “You Can't Fix It If You Don't Know Why It Isn't Working”

Discover why. . . 
 . . . Most people fail at networking? (Avoid becoming a statistic!)
 . . . Conventional Networking Wisdom doesn't work for most people
 . . . You should re-train your brain for faster and more networking success 
 . . . Most networkers set the wrong goals when networking  
 . . . You should not ask for “referrals” at networking meetings?(Discover a better way!)
 . . . Most business cards are useless when passed out at networking meetings  
 . . . You should not practice or use“30-60 second elevator pitches” at meetings 
 . . . You should stop having “one on one's” for better results? (Discover a better way!)
 . . . Most people network with the wrong people or groups for more business success

Definition of  Insanity
“Doing The Same Things The Same Way and Expecting Different Results” 

 . . . Most people will continue to the same things the same ways and fail at business 

Who should attend?
 Those who have an open mind and willing to change things that don't work
 Those wanting to save time and money networking and receive better results
 Networkers who want to improve their networking and discover better methods to 

develop relationships that will bring them more new business
 Those who invest in themselves and their business for maximum networking 

results and business growth 

Who should not attend?
 Those who are totally satisfied with their current networking results
 Close minded people who have difficulty with or refuse to change
 Those who think they already know everything about everything 
 Those who do not invest in themselves or their business for more success



Discover Networking Success Workshop  

     Monday, March 18th

               
            Sign-in / *lunch orders

     1                   11:25 am –11:55 am            
                             *Sign in before 11:40 am receive 
                              $10.00 cash back + $12.00 meal credit.

             
               Networking Workshop   
                 Noon – 2:00 pm
     
              

    

5430 E Bay Dr, Clearwater, FL 33764 
Tri-City Plaza

“You Only Lose If You Don't Attend”
 Over $200 in Bonuses 

 $10 cash rebate + $12 meal credit when you sign in  before 11:40 am
 2019 reputation management program to promote your business on social media 

email, and more! (www.MoneyTree-TampaBay.com) ($49.00 value)
 Personal consultation to help you with the workshop information – up to $150.00 value
 And more . . . 

Your Workshop Investment
It's up to you . . . $65.00 or $43.00 workshop fee 

Reserve online at $65.00  
Sign in before 11:40 am and receive a 

$10.00 instant cash rebate + a $12.00 meal credit! 

Total Workshop Investment 

*Only $43.00
 Don't Wait!   There is limited seating for this workshop!

Go to:   http://Irefuse2Fail.com
  Questions? info@SuccessBuilders-TampaBay.com  or Call 727.458.7683 

Disclaimer: Because of limited seating - No refund for No-Shows


